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 The transcriber is Yu Ra Kim with English,Hungarian,Polish,German and Chinese translator. Yu Ra Kim is a news and
transcription specialist. She does live stream commentary and transcription for various major tournaments including the World
Series of Poker. She has been doing this since 2009 and she learned how to become a translator from watching internet streams.
Her nickname is SpeedBoi, her age is 27. Yu Ra Kim is also a cool girl that has no chill. Yu Ra Kim is also an awesome person
who has great knowledge and skills when it comes to Chinese language. All of Yu Ra Kim’s contributions are 100% free. Yu Ra

Kim is the transcriber. She has been doing this since 2009. She is currently attending the National Football League’s (NFL)
school. But before that she attended the Kansas University. She is also a graduate of the University of Missouri - Columbia. Yu

Ra Kim began working as a translator in 2009. She is also very popular on the internet. She currently has roughly 400,000+
followers on her social media accounts and she is always posting interesting things that she finds on the internet. She also hosts a
podcast that goes by the name of Speedboi’s Gaming School. She has also been a guest on the show The Timeless Gamer. And
she was also a guest on the show Only Millennials (podcast). Yu Ra Kim has made a name for herself and has made her own
niche in the industry. She is an amazing person. She started off in the industry as a part time transcriber but now she is a full

time transcriber. She also attends the National Football League’s school. That being said she has become a pretty popular
member on the scene. She has transcribed the various major tournaments that are online. She is currently attending the National
Football League’s school. And she has a very high knowledge in the various language as well as knowledge on transcription. She

also has great skill in Chinese language. She is also a very well spoken person. Yu Ra Kim is also a cool girl that has no chill.
She also has a very busy schedule. It has been awhile since we have had the chance to talk about the different Yu Ra Kim

interview. Yu Ra Kim has been transcribing very well in the past few months. But recently she has been transcribing a lot of live
stream commentary. She has also transcribed the World Series of Poker. Yu Ra Kim has been working for the World Series
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